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2ULING THE VIRTUAL WORLD
'OVERNANCE IN MASSIVELY MULTIPLAYER 
ONLINE GAMES
3AL (UMPHREYS
1UEENSLAND 5NIVERSITY OF  4ECHNOLOGY
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS ARTICLE EXPLORES GOVERNANCE AND CONTROL IN -ASSIVELY 
-ULTIPLAYER /NLINE 'AMES --/'S	 )T EXAMINES AREAS WHERE TACTICS 
OF CONTROL ARE MOBILIZED BY DEVELOPERS THROUGH DESIGN PROCESSES BY 
PUBLISHERS THROUGH COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT AND LEGAL PRACTICES AND BY 
PLAYERS THROUGH PARTICIPATORY PRACTICES !S PEOPLE WITH ACCESS TO ONLINE 
TECHNOLOGIES COME TO LIVE MORE OF THEIR SOCIAL LIVES AND WORK LIVES	 IN 
ONLINE ENVIRONMENTS AND TO CONSTRUCT IDENTITIES AND COMMUNITIES IN 
PROPRIETARY SPACES THE TERMS UNDER WHICH THEY DO SO BECOME INCREASINGLY 
IMPORTANT )N A CONTEXT WHERE ECONOMIC VALUE RESIDES IN INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY AND IMMATERIAL LABOUR AND WHERE SOCIAL NETWORKS HAVE ECONOMIC 
VALUE EXTRACTED FROM THEM THE CORPORATE PRACTICES WHICH HARNESS THIS VALUE 
AND THE RESPONSES OF PARTICIPANTS BECOME INTERESTING FOR SOCIOCULTURAL AND 
ECONOMIC REASONS 5SING %VER1UEST AND 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT AS CASE STUDIES 
THIS ARTICLE TRACES THE FLOWS OF POWER BETWEEN PUBLISHERS DEVELOPERS AND 
PLAYERS IN THE NETWORKED PRODUCTION OF --/'S
JDXVNQCR   COMPUTER GAMES GOVERNANCE --/' ONLINE GAMES 
SOCIAL SOFTWARE VIDEO GAMES
)NTRODUCTION
4HIS ARTICLE  IS ABOUT GOVERNANCE AND CONTROL  IN -ASSIVELY -ULTIPLAYER 
/NLINE 'AMES --/'S	 )T EXPLORES A NUMBER OF AREAS WHERE TACTICS OF 
CONTROL ARE MOBILIZED n BY DEVELOPERS IN THE DESIGN PROCESS BY PUBLISHERS 
THROUGH COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT AND LEGAL PRACTICES AND BY PLAYERS IN THEIR 
PARTICIPATORY PRACTICES )N THE FIELD OF ONLINE MEDIA STUDIES THE CONCEPTS 
OF CONVERGENCE AND PARTICIPATORY MEDIA HAVE BECOME COMMONPLACE BUT 
THE WAYS IN WHICH THE PRACTICES ASSOCIATED WITH THEM ARE REORGANIZING AND 
SHAPING SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RELATIONS HAVE NOT BEEN EXPLORED FULLY YET
--/'S ARE ENGAGING SOCIAL MEDIA  THAT ARE GROWING  IN POPULARITY 
AND SIGNIFICANCE 4HEY ARE EXEMPLARY ONLINE APPLICATIONS n SOCIAL COM
MERCIAL ENVIRONMENTS THAT ARE FUN AND OFTEN PROFITABLE -ILLIONS OF PEOPLE 
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PLAY THEM WORLDWIDE 4HEY REPRESENT A CONVERGENCE OF MORE THAN JUST 
TECHNOLOGIES 4HEY ARE BOTH MEDIA PRODUCT AND MEDIA SERVICE 0ARTICIPANTS 
NOT ONLY BUY THE GAME BUT PAY ONGOING SUBSCRIPTION FEES TO GAIN ACCESS 
TO THE GAME WORLD 0UBLISHERS MANAGE NOT ONLY THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
OF  THEIR PRODUCT BUT ALSO THE ONGOING COMMUNITY RELATIONS WITHIN THE 
VIRTUAL WORLDS THAT THEY MAINTAIN 0RODUCTION IS NOT COMPLETED AT LAUNCH 
BUT IS AN ONGOING PROCESS WITH CONTENT PRODUCED BY PLAYERS AS WELL AS 
PAID DEVELOPERS AND WITH SOCIAL NETWORKS GENERATED BY PLAYERS A SOURCE 
OF ECONOMIC VALUE
&OR THE READER UNFAMILIAR WITH --/'S  THEY ARE PERSISTENT ONLINE 
VIRTUAL WORLDS USUALLY WITH THREEDIMENSIONAL GRAPHICS WHERE PLAYERS 
REPRESENT  THEMSELVES WITH  @AVATARS AND NAVIGATE  THE ENVIRONMENT  IN 
PURSUIT OF A WIDE VARIETY OF GAME GOALS 4HEY PLAY WITH OTHER PEOPLE 
INSIDE THE VIRTUAL WORLD  FORMING GROUPS  TEAMS GUILDS OR CLANS 4HEY 
ARE INTENSELY SOCIAL ENVIRONMENTS AND CAN RETAIN PLAYERS FOR YEARS 4HE 
AVERAGE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN AN --/' IS AROUND  TO  HOURS A 
WEEK +LINE AND !RLIDGE 	 WITH SOME PLAYERS SPENDING UP TO  
HOURS A WEEK IN GAME 3URVEYS HAVE SHOWN THAT GENERALLY THIS ACTIVITY 
IS NOT AT THE EXPENSE OF OUTDOOR OR OFFLINE SOCIAL ACTIVITY BUT MOST OFTEN 
REPLACES OTHER MEDIA ENGAGEMENTS SUCH AS TELEVISION WATCHING "RAND 
	 4HE MOST SUCCESSFUL --/' TO DATE IS 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT WHICH IN 
*ANUARY  CLAIMED MORE THAN  MILLION ACTIVE SUBSCRIBERS WORLDWIDE 
"LIZZARD %NTERTAINMENT 	
4HE CIRCULATION OF CULTURAL MEANINGS AND THE BUILDING OF AND ACCESS 
TO CULTURAL CAPITAL INCREASINGLY OCCURS THROUGH PARTICIPATION WITHIN THESE 
PROPRIETARY SPACES 0UBLISHERS OWN AND TO VARYING EXTENTS CONTROL VIRTUAL 
WORLDS WHERE CULTURAL CAPITAL IS BUILT AND WHERE PARTICIPATION INCREAS
INGLY WILL ENABLE CULTURAL AND SOCIAL INCLUSION 4HIS ARTICLE EXAMINES THE 
CONDITIONS AND PRACTICES OF GOVERNANCE WITHIN TWO --/'S %VER1UEST 
AND 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT	 IN AN ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND THE EFFECTS OF OWNER
SHIP ON THE CULTURAL AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES OF THE USERS $OES THE PROPRIETARY 
STATUS OF --/' SPACES SHAPE THE SOCIAL RELATIONS WITHIN THEM AND IN WHAT 
WAY (OW DOES THE FACT THAT SOCIAL NETWORKS ARE OF INCREASING ECONOMIC 
VALUE TO PROPRIETORS AFFECT THE KINDS OF SERVICES OFFERED AND THE KINDS OF 
CONTROL EXERTED (OW DO USERS RESPOND TO PUBLISHERS ATTEMPTS TO SHAPE 
THEIR INTERACTIONS
0ARTICIPATORY MEDIA REPRESENT A MAJOR SHIFT IN THE STRUCTURES OF MEDIA 
PRODUCTION "RUNS  (UMPHREYS 	 ! LINEAR MEDIA PRODUCTION 
PROCESS CONSISTS OF AN AUTHOR A FINISHED TEXT SUCH AS A BOOK	 AND A PUB
LISHER WHICH DISTRIBUTES THE TEXT TO AN AUDIENCE THAT CONSUMES IT BUT DOES 
NOT CHANGE IT	 4HE NETWORKED PRODUCTION OF PARTICIPATORY MEDIA WHERE 
THE @TEXT IS LAUNCHED AND THEN ADDED TO BY USERS IN A CONTINUOUS PROCESS 
OF DEVELOPMENT SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGES THE CONCEPTS OF @AUTHOR @TEXT AND 
@CONSUMER )N THE PROCESS THE ORGANIZING INSTITUTIONS ARE CHALLENGED )N 
NETWORKED PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENTS WHERE  @CONSUMERS HAVE BECOME 
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PRODUCTIVE USERS AUTHORIAL CONTROL  IS DISSIPATED AND THE  TEXT  IS NEVER 
FINISHED THE INSTITUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH LINEAR PRODUCTION MODELS STRUGGLE 
TO MAINTAIN CONTROL
! COMPANY PUBLISHING AN --/' MUST COME TO TERMS WITH ITS NEW 
ROLE AS A MANAGER OF COMMUNITIES AS WELL AS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND IN 
THE PROCESS NEGOTIATE A DIFFERENT FORM OF CONTROL !UTHORIAL CONTROL IN AN 
--/' IS PRESENT IN THE BASIC PLATFORM CODE OF THE GAME BUT THE VERY NATURE 
OF PARTICIPATORY MEDIA IS THAT THEY ARE EMERGENT 5NEXPECTED OUTCOMES 
AND DEVELOPMENTS EMERGE FROM HAVING SO MANY PEOPLE CONTRIBUTING TO 
THE CREATION OF THE ONGOING @PRODUCT #ONTROL OF THE TEXT SO FIRMLY IN THE 
HANDS OF THE AUTHOR IN A MEDIUM SUCH AS THE BOOK ALTHOUGH CONTROL OF 
MEANING IS ANOTHER MATTER OF COURSE	 HAS SLIPPED TO SOME EXTENT  INTO 
THE HANDS OF USERS
4HE FRAMEWORK OFFERED BY &OUCAULT ;=	 ON GOVERNMENTALITY 
PRESENTS SOME USEFUL TOOLS FOR ANALYSING HOW CONTROL MANIFESTS IN THESE 
MEDIA ENVIRONMENTS )N TRACING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE @ART OF GOVERN
MENT FROM PREMODERN REGIMES OF SOVEREIGN POWER THROUGH DISCIPLINARY 
POWER TO THE MODES OF POWER USED IN @GOVERNMENTALITY HE IDENTIFIES AN 
ARRAY OF COMPLEX STRATEGIES KNOWLEDGES AND EFFECTS OF GOVERNMENT .IKOLAS 
2OSE BUILDING ON &OUCAULTS WORK ARGUES THAT
IT IS POSSIBLE TO DIFFERENTIATE THE EXERCISE OF POWER IN THE FORM OF GOVERNMENT 
FROM SIMPLE DOMINATION 4O DOMINATE  IS  TO  IGNORE OR  TO ATTEMPT TO CRUSH 
THE CAPACITY FOR ACTION OF THE DOMINATED "UT TO GOVERN IS TO RECOGNIZE THAT 
CAPACITY FOR ACTION AND TO ADJUST ONESELF TO IT 4O GOVERN IS TO ACT UPON ACTION 
4HIS ENTAILS TRYING TO UNDERSTAND WHAT MOBILIZES THE DOMAINS OF ENTITIES TO 
BE GOVERNED TO GOVERN ONE MUST ACT UPON THESE FORCES INSTRUMENTALIZE THEM 
IN ORDER TO SHAPE ACTIONS PROCESSES AND OUTCOMES IN DESIRED DIRECTIONS x 4O 
GOVERN HUMANS IS NOT TO CRUSH THEIR CAPACITY TO ACT BUT TO ACKNOWLEDGE IT AND 
TO UTILIZE IT FOR ONES OWN OBJECTIVES 2OSE  	
--/'S ARE ENVIRONMENTS OWNED AND RUN BY CORPORATIONS INTERESTED 
IN TURNING A PROFIT (OWEVER THE GOOD GOVERNANCE OF GAME SPACES IS ONE 
OF THE THINGS THAT WILL DETERMINE THEIR PROFITABILITY (OW IS COMPLIANCE 
WITH  THE GAME RULES AND  THE GOALS OF  THE CORPORATION ACHIEVED (OW 
ARE  SATISFIED COMMUNITIES GENERATED AND SUPPORTED (OW ARE PLAYERS 
MOBILIZED IN THE SERVICE OF THE GAME 4RYING TO UNDERSTAND THE WAYS IN 
WHICH GOVERNMENT  IS ACHIEVED WITHIN THESE SPACES  IS  THE FOCUS OF  THIS 
ARTICLE 7HAT ARE THE @MULTITUDE OF PROGRAMMES STRATEGIES TACTICS DEVICES 
CALCULATIONS NEGOTIATIONS INTRIGUES PERSUASIONS AND SEDUCTIONS AIMED AT 
THE CONDUCT OF CONDUCT OF INDIVIDUALS GROUPS POPULATIONS 2OSE  	 
&URTHER WHILE ACHIEVING CORPORATIONS OBJECTIVES  CAN GOVERNANCE BE 
ACHIEVED THROUGH MEANS THAT DO NOT NECESSARILY DIMINISH THE LIVES OF THE 
PARTICIPANTS 4HE EXERCISE OF POWER IS A GENERATIVE PROCESS AND THE PLAYERS 
IN --/'S ARE OFTEN COGNISANT OF THEIR OWN POSITION WORKING BOTH WITH 
AND AGAINST PUBLISHERS  IN STRATEGIC WAYS THAT ADVANCE THEIR OWN GOALS 
3OMETIMES THOSE GOALS ALIGN WITH THOSE OF THE PUBLISHER AND SOMETIMES 
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NOT )T IS NOT ALWAYS AN OPPOSITIONAL RELATIONSHIP AND ALTHOUGH POWER IS 
HELD UNEVENLY PLAYERS DO HAVE AGENCY 4HE TACTICS OF MEDIA PUBLISHERS ARE 
MET BY THE TACTICS OF PRODUCTIVE PLAYERS 7E CAN UNDERSTAND THE PROCESSES 
OF GOVERNMENT DEPLOYED BY THE PUBLISHERS AS AN ATTEMPT TO WORK WITH 
THE CAPACITIES AND POTENTIALS OF THE POPULATIONS WITHIN THEIR GAME WORLDS 
RATHER THAN ANY OUTRIGHT PROJECT OF DOMINATION 7HILE A VIRTUAL WORLD 
IS NOT ON A SCALE THAT REPRESENTS SOCIETYWIDE STRUCTURES THE TOOLS OR THE 
@ANALYTICS OF GOVERNMENT SUGGESTED BY THE WORK OF &OUCAULT 2OSE 	 
AND $EAN 	 OFFER A USEFUL WAY FOR TEASING APART THE HETEROGENEOUS 
PRACTICES OF GOVERNANCE AND CONTROL IN A VIRTUAL WORLD
"UILDING ON &OUCAULTS WORK $EAN 	 IDENTIFIES FOUR KEY INTER
LOCKING AXES WHICH ARE HELPFUL IN IDENTIFYING @REGIMES OF PRACTICE 4HE FIRST 
@FIELDS OF VISIBILITY CONCERNS THE TECHNIQUES USED TO MAKE THE POPULATION 
VISIBLE AND HENCE KNOWABLE 4HESE INCLUDE SURVEILLANCE THE GENERATION 
OF STATISTICS MAPS AND SO ON 4HESE ARE NECESSARY TO UNDERSTAND WHAT GOV
ERNMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS SEEK TO GOVERN 4HERE ARE VARIOUS METHODS 
OF SURVEILLANCE AVAILABLE IN ONLINE ENVIRONMENTS AND THE PRODUCTION OF 
DATA ON POPULATIONS WITHIN GAMES IS EASIER THAN IT HAS EVER BEEN FOR OTHER 
MEDIA (OW THESE DATA ARE USED REFLECTS THE STRUCTURES AND DEMANDS OF 
THE COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE
4HE SECOND CONCERNS THE TECHNOLOGIES AND TECHNIQUES THAT CONSTITUTE THE 
MINUTIAE OF THE GOVERNMENT PRACTICES THAT SEEK TO SHAPE THE BEHAVIOUR OF 
THOSE GOVERNED 4HIS ARTICLE FOCUSES ON THE TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED THROUGH 
DESIGN AND CODE TO SUGGEST OR COMPEL SOME FORMS OF BEHAVIOUR OVER OTHERS 
)T EXAMINES THE DISCIPLINING TECHNIQUES AND LEGAL MECHANISMS WHICH MAKE 
UP PART OF THE MULTIPLE STRATEGIES OF GOVERNMENT IN THIS ENVIRONMENT
4HE THIRD AS $EAN SUGGESTS IS THAT FORMS OF KNOWLEDGE THAT ARISE FROM 
AND INFORM THE ACTIVITY OF GOVERNING ARE IMPORTANT 4HERE ARE DISCOURSES 
WHICH CONSTRUCT CERTAIN UNDERSTANDINGS OF WHAT CONSTITUTES  THE  @TRUTH 
OF A SITUATION OVER OTHERS 4HIS ARTICLE  IDENTIFIES SEVERAL KEY DISCOURSES 
THAT CONSTRUCT PARTICULAR UNDERSTANDINGS OF WHAT AN --/' IS AND WHY 
SOME BEHAVIOURS ARE SEEN AS PROBLEMATIC 4HE DISCOURSES OF INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY OF THE PRODUCTIVE COCREATIVE USER AND OF THE CONSUMER ARE ALL 
DEPLOYED STRATEGICALLY IF SOMEWHAT CONTRADICTORILY	 TO PROVIDE A RATIONALE 
FOR VARIOUS ACTS OF GOVERNANCE
4HE FOURTH IS THAT ATTENTION TO THE FORMATION OF IDENTITIES WITHIN THE 
SPACE OF GOVERNANCE IS NECESSARY 7HAT KIND OF  IDEAL  @CITIZEN DO THOSE 
WHO GOVERN WANT AND HOW DO THEY GO ABOUT SHAPING THAT IDENTITY $EAN 
POINTS OUT THAT IT IS NOT THAT THOSE WHO GOVERN DETERMINE THE IDENTITIES 
OF  THE GOVERNED MORE  THAT  THEY SUGGEST  FACILITATE  REWARD AND FOSTER 
VARIOUS ATTRIBUTES THE MORE THAT PEOPLE IDENTIFY WITH THEM 4HUS @MUCH 
OF  THE PROBLEM OF GOVERNMENT HERE  IS  LESS ONE OF  IDENTITY THAN ONE OF 
hIDENTIFICATIONv $EAN  	 7HO IS THE IDEAL GAMER IN AN --/' 
AND HOW DO THE PUBLISHERS AND DEVELOPERS SEEK TO FOSTER THAT  IDENTITY 
(OW DO PLAYERS RESPOND
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! SHIFT IN MARKETING PRACTICES CAN BE SEEN AS ONE OF THE STRATEGIES OF 
IDENTITY  FORMATION AT PLAY  IN BROADER NEW MEDIA ENVIRONMENTS  )T  IS 
CERTAINLY AN ELEMENT OF  THE  FORMATION OF AN  IDEAL GAMER  IDENTITY  )N 
--/'S WE SEE AN EXAMPLE OF COMPLEX NEW MEDIA ENVIRONMENTS WHERE 
THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN CONSUMERS AND PRODUCERS ARE BREAKING DOWN 
0LAYERS ARE PRODUCTIVE AS ARE BLOGGERS -Y3PACE WWWMYSPACECOM	 
AND &ACEBOOK WWWFACEBOOKCOM	 USERS 7IKIPEDIA HTTPWIKIPEDIA
ORG	 CONTRIBUTORS AND SO ON	 4HE MARKETING CIRCUITS OF CAPITAL NOW WORK 
WITH THE IDEA OF HARNESSING THE PRODUCTIVE ENERGIES OF USERS )NCREASINGLY 
WE ARE URGED NOT JUST TO CONSUME IN THE MARKETPLACE BUT TO PRODUCE FOR 
THE MARKETPLACE THROUGH PARTICIPATION )T IS NOTICEABLE THAT THE MARKETING 
STRATEGIES FOR THE LATEST CONVERGED MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES ARE FULL OF VERBS THAT 
ENCOURAGE THE AUDIENCE TO DO THINGS TO PARTICIPATE ACT PRODUCE ! RECENT 
.OKIA ADVERTISEMENT WAS FULL OF SCREENS WITH A SINGLE VERB ON EACH @TALK 
@ARGUE @SHOUT @PARTICIPATE @SHARE @WITNESS AND SO ON 4HE HARNESSING 
OF OUR DESIRE NOT JUST TO CONSUME BUT TO PRODUCE AND COMMUNICATE INTO 
THE GLOBAL FLOWS OF CAPITAL IS INTENSIFYING 0ARTICIPATION HAS BECOME A PART 
OF CONSUMPTION 7E ARE NO LONGER CITIZEN CONSUMERS WATCHING BROADCAST 
MEDIA AND ITS ADVERTISING CREATING IDENTITIES OUT OF CONSUMPTION PRACTICES 
BUT CITIZEN PRODUCERS PRODUCING FOR CORPORATIONS n PRODUCING CONTENT 
SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND NETWORKS )T IS NOT THAT CAPITAL HAS PRODUCED THESE 
IDENTITIES AND RELATIONS n AS 4ERRANOVA POINTS OUT THESE RELATIONS ARE IM
MANENT TO THE NETWORKS OF INFORMATIONAL CAPITAL n THEY ARE PLAYED OUT IN 
A FIELD THAT IS @ALWAYS AND ALREADY CAPITALISM 4ERRANOVA  	 )T IS 
MORE AS $EAN SUGGESTS THAT PARTICULAR PRACTICES ARE FOSTERED
4HIS ARTICLE DRAWS ON AN ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDY OF %VER1UEST BETWEEN 
 AND  WHICH INCLUDED PARTICIPATING IN GAME CULTURES A SERIES OF 
INTERVIEWS WITH PLAYERS OBSERVATION OF AND CONVERSATION WITH DEVELOPERS 
AND TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF GAME  INTERACTION BULLETIN BOARD POSTINGS AND 
FAN WEBSITES -ORE RECENTLY ) HAVE CONDUCTED PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION 
IN 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT  AND  SOME  TEXTUAL  ANALYSIS  OF BULLETIN BOARDS 
AND  FAN  SITES 4HIS ARTICLE WILL  CANVASS  FOUR MAIN  SITES WITHIN  THESE 
--/'S WHERE ATTEMPTS AT GOVERNANCE CAN BE IDENTIFIED 4HE FIRST IS AT 
THE LEVEL OF CODE AND RULES WHERE DESIGN OF THE ENVIRONMENT DETERMINES 
THE AFFORDANCES AND CONSTRAINTS THAT SHAPE PLAYERS BEHAVIOURS IN SIGNIFICANT 
WAYS 4HESE TECHNIQUES ARE BASED ON PARTICULAR KNOWLEDGE AND SEEK TO 
SHAPE PARTICULAR IDENTITIES IN THE PLAYERS 4HE SECOND IS THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THE PUBLISHER AND PLAYERS AS MANIFESTED IN THE PRACTICES OF COM
MUNITY MANAGEMENT AND THE CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM WHICH POLICES THE 
GAME COMMUNITIES &OUCAULT ;=	 POSITIONED THE COMPLEX FORM 
OF POWER FOUND IN GOVERNMENTALITY AS RELIANT ON APPARATUSES OF SECURITY 
AND THE GOVERNMENT OF --/' WORLDS RELIES ON A NUMBER OF THESE 4HE 
THIRD IS THAT OF PLAYERTOPLAYER INTERACTION AND CONSIDERS THE COMMUNITY 
NORMS GENERATED BY PLAYERS THEMSELVES AND THE IDENTITY FORMATION AND 
SELFGOVERNMENT PRACTICES PRODUCED THROUGH THE COMBINATION OF PUBLISHER 
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AND PEER SURVEILLANCE 4HE FINAL IS LEGAL CONSTRAINTS ENCODED THROUGH THE 
CONTRACTS KNOWN AS %ND 5SER ,ICENCE !GREEMENTS %5,!S	 4HE JURIDICAL 
APPARATUSES OF POLICING ARE EXAMINED AS A FURTHER ASPECT OF SECURITY )N 
EACH OF THESE FOUR AREAS A COMBINATION OF THE FIELDS IDENTIFIED BY $EAN 
CONTRIBUTES TO STRATEGIES THAT SEEK TO INFLUENCE THE @CONDUCT OF CONDUCT
#ODE AND RULES
#ONSTRAINTS ARE LAID DOWN IN THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT USING SOFTWARE TECH
NOLOGY #ODE  IS ONE OF A NUMBER OF MODALITIES OF CONTROL OPERATING  IN 
ONLINE ENVIRONMENTS ,ESSIG 	 4HIS SECTION EXPLORES SOME OF THE 
SPECIFIC CONSTRAINTS TECHNIQUES OF CONTROL AND MECHANISMS FOR KNOWING 
AND ATTEMPTING TO SHAPE THE PLAYER POPULATION ENABLED THROUGH CODE )T 
EXAMINES SEVERAL WAYS IN WHICH CODE CAN BE USED TO FACILITATE PARTICULAR 
SOCIAL FORMATIONS )T CANVASSES HACKING AND THE CREATION OF MACHINIMA 
AS TWO WAYS IN WHICH PLAYERS BECOME ENGAGED WITH CODE &INALLY IT LOOKS 
AT SPYWARE USED BY PUBLISHERS ON PLAYERS
4HE DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT CONSTRAINTS ARE CODED AND WHAT AFFORDANCES 
ARE ENABLED SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD ALWAYS AS  SOCIAL DECISIONS MADE BY 
DEVELOPERS AND PUBLISHERS WITH PARTICULAR GOALS AND AGENDAS AND WHO 
OPERATE FROM THEIR OWN POSITIONING WITHIN CORPORATE HIERARCHIES +LINE ET 
AL 	 HAVE DISCUSSED HOW THE INDUSTRY PERPETUATES PARTICULAR IDEOLO
GIES THROUGH ITS CHOICE OF CONTENT (OWEVER CODED RULES AND DESIGN ARE 
ALSO INSTRUMENTAL SERVING NOT JUST SYMBOLIC NEEDS BUT SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC 
IMPERATIVES AS WELL
#ODE AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOURS
#ODED RULES IN THE GAME ARE WHAT GIVE IT ITS @GAMENESS 5NLIKE VIRTUAL 
WORLDS SUCH AS 3ECOND ,IFE WWWSECONDLIFECOM	 GAMES ARE STRUCTURED 
THROUGH RULES AND CONSTRAINTS WHICH SET UP VERY SPECIFIC FORMS OF CHALLENGES 
AND GOALS 7ITHIN THESE RULES CHOICES MADE BY DEVELOPERS CAN ENCOURAGE 
FURTHER PARTICULAR KINDS OF SOCIALITY &OR EXAMPLE IN %VER1UEST THE GAME 
ENGINE  IS CODED WITH DISINCENTIVES FOR SOLO PLAY AS WELL AS REWARDS FOR 
PLAYING IN GROUPS 4HESE FEATURES ARE PART OF A SERIES OF STRUCTURES DESIGNED 
TO BUILD STRONG SOCIAL NETWORKS AND TIES WITHIN THE GAME 4HE FACILITY TO 
CREATE GUILDS OR CLANS WITHIN THE GAME WITH CHAT CHANNELS MEMBER AREAS 
BANKS AND SO ON ARE ALL DESIGNED TO ENABLE STRONG SOCIAL BONDING )N A 
BUSINESS THAT RELIES ON ONGOING SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR ITS PROFITS THE EXTENDED 
PLAY AND LOYALTY THAT RESULT FROM PLAYERS HAVING STRONG TIES WITHIN THE 
GAME IS TRANSLATED DIRECTLY INTO MONETARY VALUE 4HUS THE PUBLISHERS GOAL 
OF PROFIT IS PURSUED THROUGH MECHANISMS THAT WORK WITH PLAYERS DISPOSAL 
TO BE SOCIAL $ESIGN FOSTERS AND ENCOURAGES COLLABORATIVE AND COOPERATIVE 
IDENTITIES WITHIN THE GAME WORLD
#OMPUTER GAMES TECHNOLOGIES HAVE THE ABILITY TO QUANTIFY MEASURE 
DIFFERENTIATE AND COMPARE PLAYERS ACTIONS 4HE CYBERNETIC FEEDBACK LOOPS 
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THAT MAKE THIS POSSIBLE ALLOW PARTICULAR KINDS OF PLAY TO BE REWARDED AND 
ENCOURAGED *UUL 	 4HESE CAN BE READ AS DISCIPLINING MECHANISMS 
WHICH RESONATE WITH &OUCAULTS 	 DISCUSSION OF THE @CORRECT MEANS 
OF TRAINING HIERARCHICAL OBSERVATION NORMALIZING JUDGEMENT AND EXAM
INATION IN THE PRODUCTION OF SUBJECTIVITIES AMENABLE TO THE GOALS OF PARTICULAR 
INSTITUTIONS  SCHOOLS ARMIES ETC	 #OUPLED WITH  THE PANOPTICONLIKE 
SURVEILLANCE WITHIN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS PLAYERS CAN BE ENCOURAGED TO 
SELFREGULATE WITHIN THE GAME 4HESE TECHNOLOGIES n SURVEILLANCE ASSESS
MENT OF PERFORMANCE AND REWARD SYSTEMS n ENCOURAGE THE PRODUCTION OF 
A SUBJECTIVITY AMENABLE TO THE GOALS OF THE PUBLISHER COOPERATIVE  LAW 
ABIDING NICE  TO OTHER PLAYERS CREATIVE ACTIVE COMPETITIVE AND SO ON 
$EVELOPERS CREATE TYPOLOGIES OF GAME PLAYERS SEE FOR EXAMPLE "ARTLE  
-ULLIGAN AND 0ATROVSKY 	 THEN SEEK TO SHAPE INGAME MECHANISMS 
TO SUIT THE NEEDS OF THESE PLAYERS @0ROBLEM PLAYERS ARE THOSE WHO SEEK TO 
STEP OUTSIDE THE CONSTRAINTS OF THE GAME PERHAPS TO COMMERCIALIZE THEIR 
ACTIVITIES WHO DISRUPT OTHER PLAYERS CAUSING THEM TO BE UNHAPPY OR LEAVE 
AND THOSE WHO BREAK THE RULES 7HILE THIS ARTICLE FOCUSES ON THE CONSTRAINTS 
IMPOSED BY THE PUBLISHERS AND DEVELOPERS  IT  SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE 
AFFORDANCES THAT GENERATE MUCH OF THE GAMEPLAY ARE SPECIFIC ASPECTS OF 
GOVERNANCE THAT FACILITATE PLEASURE FUN AND ENJOYMENT @4RAINING TAKES 
THE FORM OF CHALLENGES GOALS AND SKILLBUILDING WITH SATISFACTIONS AND 
REWARDS OF A VERY PLEASURABLE NATURE THIS IS WHY SO MANY PEOPLE ENGAGE 
WITH THESE MEDIA
!N EXAMPLE OF BEHAVIOURAL MANAGEMENT THROUGH CODE CAN BE SEEN IN 
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PLAYER VERSUS PLAYER 0V0	 COMBAT 3OME GAMES 
ARE FREEFORALL COMBAT ARENAS WHERE ANYONE CAN BE ATTACKED AT WILL /THER 
GAMES APPLY RULES THAT RESTRICT  THESE BEHAVIOURS 4HEY MAY ALLOW 0V0 
PLAY ONLY ON PARTICULAR SERVERS AREAS OF THE GAME OR BETWEEN CONSENTING 
PLAYERS 4HE DEGREE TO WHICH IT IS POSSIBLE TO ATTACK OTHER PLAYERS OR BE 
ATTACKED	 WILL HAVE AN IMPACT ON SOCIAL RELATIONS WITHIN THE GAME 'AMES 
THAT PIT THE PLAYER AGAINST THE ENVIRONMENT AND COMPUTERGENERATED @MOBS 
ENCOURAGE COLLABORATION AMONG PLAYERS AGAINST A COMMON @ENEMY AND 
DISCOURAGE PLAYERS FROM CONFLICT WITH EACH OTHER (OWEVER THE ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE THAT ANIMATES THE MOBS IS HARDPRESSED TO PROVIDE THE LEVEL 
OF COMPLEX PLAY THAT A HUMAN ADVERSARY MIGHT PROVIDE
4HUS  INTRODUCING 0V0 SHIFTS SOME OF THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR CREATING 
GOOD GAMEPLAY CONTENT	 ONTO THE PLAYERS THEMSELVES 4HE DEGREE OF 0V0 
PLAY ALLOWED CAN BE READ AS AN ATTEMPT TO MANAGE THE LEVEL OF CONFLICT 
BETWEEN PLAYERS AT THE SAME TIME AS IT ATTEMPTS TO MANAGE THE LEVEL OF 
CONTENT REQUIRED FROM THE DEVELOPER TO SUSTAIN GAMEPLAY 4HESE DESIGN 
DECISIONS HAVE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS 4HROUGH CODING PARTICULAR 
RULES PLAYERS ARE BROUGHT INTO THE CYCLE OF CONTENT PRODUCTION AND THERE 
ARE BOTH ECONOMIC OUTCOMES FOR THE PUBLISHER AND SOCIAL OUTCOMES FOR 
THE PLAYERS
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0LAYERS AND CODE
(ACKING IS SEEN BY SOME AS THE MOST OBVIOUS RESISTANCE TO THE @LAWS OF THE 
CODE &ROM MY OBSERVATIONS A KIND OF METAGAME BETWEEN HACKERS AND 
DEVELOPERS EVOLVES AS THEY RACE TO BREAK EACH OTHERS CODE )N A DIALOGIC 
RELATIONSHIP THE HACKER BREAKS THE CODE THEN THE DEVELOPER FINDS A FIX 
AND ATTEMPTS TO BLOCK THE HACKERS NEXT MOVE 3OME HACKERS AND MANY 
@MODDERS CLAIM THAT THEY CREATE NEW CODE FOR GAMES IN ORDER TO MAKE 
THEM BETTER 4HIS FORM OF ENGAGEMENT CAN LOOK VERY MUCH LIKE AN ALIGN
MENT OF HACKERS AND DEVELOPERS RATHER THAN ANY FORM OF RESISTANCE AS 
BOTH WORK TOWARD CREATING BETTER GAMES (ACKING IS CONDEMNED WHEN IT 
HAS ECONOMIC IMPACTS BUT CAN BE READ ALSO AS INNOVATIVE PRACTICE WHICH 
ULTIMATELY MAY LEAD TO BETTER CODE AND NEW AND BETTER GAMES )F BOTH 
HACKERS AND PAID DEVELOPERS ARE READ AS DOING THE WORK OF GAME DEVEL
OPMENT WE CAN UNDERSTAND THIS AS YET ANOTHER  INSTANCE OF CONSUMER 
PRODUCTIVITY n SOMETIMES USEFUL AND YET UNRULY
!SIDE FROM HACKING PLAYERS CAN TAKE THE CODED AFFORDANCES OF A GAME 
AND  TURN  THEM  TO UNFORSEEN PURPOSES -ACHINIMA  IS  AN EXAMPLE OF 
PLAYERS TAKING THE MOTION CAPTURE AND REPLAY FACILITIES WITHIN A GAME AND 
USING THEM TO MAKE MOVIES OF THEIR OWN ON EITHER GAMERELATED OR NON 
GAMERELATED THEMES $ERIVATIVE WORK OFTEN LEADS TO CONFLICT OVER OWNER
SHIP  AS PUBLISHERS  SEEK  TO  CONTROL  THE GENERATIVE OUTCOMES OF  THEIR 
PLATFORMS
3PYWARE
4HE USE OF SPYWARE IS A FINAL AREA OF CODE TO BE CONSIDERED IN THE EXERCISE OF 
GOVERNMENT BY PUBLISHERS IN THEIR ATTEMPT TO MAKE VISIBLE THE POPULATION 
THAT THEY GOVERN AND TO POLICE THEIR ACTIONS 3OME PUBLISHERS MAKE IT PART 
OF THEIR TERMS AND CONDITIONS THAT THE USER ALLOWS THEM TO INSTALL SPYWARE 
ON THEIR COMPUTER WHICH CAN MONITOR AND TRACK CENTRAL PROCESSING UNIT 
#05	 USAGE AND CHECK THE CACHE OF USERS WEB BROWSERS 4HE RATIONALE 
FOR SUCH INVASIONS OF PRIVACY  IS  THAT  THE PUBLISHER WANTS  TO DETERMINE 
WHETHER PLAYERS ARE BUYING GAME GOODS ILLEGALLY ON THE WEB /STENSIBLY 
MONITORING #05 ACTIVITY  IS REQUIRED TO DETERMINE WHETHER PLAYERS ARE 
RUNNING THIRDPARTY PROGRAMS THAT ENABLE THEM TO CHEAT USUALLY  THE 
USE OF SUCH SOFTWARE IS BANNED IN THE %5,!	 4HE USE OF PATTERN RECOGNI
TION SOFTWARES SUCH AS SPYWARE TO IDENTIFY SUSPECT BEHAVIOUR THREATENS TO 
IMPLEMENT THE @TYRANNY OF PATTERN +OZLOVSKI  	 WHEREBY PARTICULAR 
BEHAVIOURS ARE NORMALIZED AND ANY DEVIATION FROM THE NORM IS PUNISHED 
OR INVESTIGATED 1UITE ASIDE FROM THE DIRECT EFFECTS OF SUCH SURVEILLANCE 
&OUCAULT 	 ARGUED THAT THE PRESENCE OF SURVEILLANCE APPARATUS THAT 
GIVES US @DIAGRAMS OF CONTROL ACT TO INDUCE SELFGOVERNMENT @3URVEILLANCE 
TAKES HOLD NOT IN "LIZZARDS ABILITY TO POLICE THE ACTIONS OF PLAYERS BUT IN 
THE PLAYERS ABILITY SKILL AND WILLINGNESS TO POLICE THEMSELVES 3IMON 
 	 4HE SUCCESS OF THIS PROCESS IS A MOOT POINT )T DEPENDS TO SOME 
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EXTENT ON HOW MUCH A PERSON IDENTIFIES WITH THEIR INGAME CHARACTER AND 
INVESTS IN IT AFFECTIVELY
0LAYERS ARE BANNED ON THE BASIS OF THESE AUTOMATED DATAMINING PRO
CESSES AS WAS EVIDENCED IN AN INCIDENT WITH 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT ! GROUP 
OF PLAYERS USING A ,INUXBASED OPERATING SYSTEM #EDEGA WERE BANNED 
WHEN THE 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT SPYWARE PRODUCED @FALSE POSITIVES WHICH LED 
TO THE AUTOMATIC BANNING OF ANY PLAYER USING #EDEGA 4HE PLAYERS FOUND 
THE PROCESS INVOLVED IN GETTING THEIR ACCOUNTS REINSTATED VERY OPAQUE 4HEY 
WERE SENT FORM LETTER RESPONSES TO THEIR APPEALS TO CUSTOMER SERVICES .O 
INDICATION WAS GIVEN THAT AN INVESTIGATION WAS UNDERWAY AND THERE WAS NO 
WAY TO KNOW WHETHER ANY OF THEIR COMPLAINTS WERE BEING ADDRESSED 4HE 
LACK OF TRANSPARENCY AND THE REALIZATION THAT THERE WOULD NOT NECESSARILY BE 
ANY @JUSTICE WAS A SOURCE OF GREAT CONCERN %VENTUALLY "LIZZARD FOUND THAT 
IT WAS A TECHNICAL FAULT WITH THEIR SPYWARE AND REINSTATED THE ACCOUNTS
$ISCUSSIONS BROKE OUT ON VARIOUS FORUMS DURING THIS  INCIDENT 3OME 
POSTINGS VILIFIED THE BANNED PLAYERS AS CHEATS AND @WHINING ,INUX USERS 
4HAT THERE COULD BE  PAGES OF DISCUSSION ON A FORUM OVER THE INTEGRITY 
AND CREDIBILITY OF THE BANNED PLAYERS HIGHLIGHTED THE ABSENCE OF A MECH
ANISM WHEREBY THEIR  @INNOCENCE COULD BE TESTED AND ADJUDICATED UPON 
PUBLICLY )N AN ECONOMY WHERE REPUTATION AND STATUS HOLD HIGH VALUE 
THE CAPACITY OF THE PUBLISHER TO DESTROY PLAYER CREDIBILITY MUST BE READ 
AS A SIGNIFICANT POWER 4HEIR CAPACITY TO DENY ACCESS FOR NO REASON IS AN 
EVEN GREATER ONE
0UBLISHERS  CAPACITY  TO DATAMINE  INGAME DATA #05 AND BROWSER 
ACTIVITY ALLOWS FOR VERY FINELYHONED DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILING 4HIS PROFILING 
CAN BE SOLD TO THIRD PARTIES AND BECOME PART OF THE CONSUMER DATA THAT 
ENABLES MORE HIGHLY TARGETED MARKETING 4HE PROFILING IS ALSO PART OF THE 
INFORMATION STRATEGY IMPLEMENTED BY THE PUBLISHER IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND 
AND MANAGE ITS POPULATIONS 4HOSE SEEKING TO GOVERN REQUIRE AN INTIMATE 
KNOWLEDGE OF THOSE TO BE GOVERNED @3OCIAL MAPS GENERATED THROUGH DATA
MINING IDENTIFY PLAYERS RELATIONSHIPS TO EACH OTHER 0IZER 	 4HEY 
ALLOW THE PUBLISHER TO TRACK INGAME TRANSACTIONS AND TO IDENTIFY COM
MUNITY LEADERS WHO CAN BE USED TO GENERATE  INGAME EVENTS OR SOUGHT 
OUT FOR FEEDBACK
2ULES
.OT ALL RULES CAN BE CODED 2ULES OF BEHAVIOUR MUST TO SOME EXTENT BE 
DETAILED AND ENFORCED THROUGH OTHER MEANS !S WITH PUBLIC LAW IN THE OFFLINE 
WORLD THE ENFORCEMENT OF RULES IS DISCRETIONARY AND SOMETIMES ARBITRARY 
4HE FULL ENFORCEMENT OF THE RULES WOULD REQUIRE A LEVEL OF SURVEILLANCE TOO 
CUMBERSOME TO IMPLEMENT AND TOO INVASIVE OF PEOPLES PRIVACY TO WAR
RANT 4HUS THE RULES OF A GAME MIGHT BAN OBSCENE LANGUAGE BUT THE LEVEL 
OF MONITORING REQUIRED TO ENFORCE SUCH A RULE WOULD BE UNACHIEVABLE "AD 
LANGUAGE FILTERS ARE OFFERED AND PUNISHMENT MAY OCCUR IF COMPLAINTS 
ARE MADE BUT THE ACTUAL USE OF OBSCENE LANGUAGE CANNOT BE STOPPED
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2ULES THAT GOVERN SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR EXIST AS BOTH SUGGESTIVE GUIDELINES 
AND MECHANISMS FOR PUNISHMENT 4HEY MOSTLY RELY ON PLAYERS MONITORING 
EACH OTHERS BEHAVIOUR AND REPORTING  IT  TO  THE CUSTOMER SERVICE  TEAM 
2ULES ARE PART OF AN ATTEMPT TO ESTABLISH  INGAME CULTURAL NORMS THAT 
ARE GENERALLY INCLUSIVE 4HIS IS THE MOST DESIRABLE OUTCOME FOR THE PUB
LISHER n TO BE ABLE TO INVOLVE AS MANY PLAYERS IN THE GAME AND KEEP THEM 
AS HAPPY AS POSSIBLE FOR AS LONG AS POSSIBLE IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN A STEADY 
STREAM OF SUBSCRIPTIONS AND HENCE PROFITABILITY )N THIS SENSE THE GOALS OF 
THE CORPORATION COINCIDE AT LEAST TO SOME EXTENT WITH THOSE OF A MAJORITY 
OF PLAYERS (OWEVER ACHIEVING A CONSENSUS ON WHAT ACTUALLY CONSTITUTES 
A HEALTHY AND CONTENTED COMMUNITY IS NOT A SIMPLE PROCESS EITHER ON OR 
OFFLINE !T ONE POINT "LIZZARD BANNED A GUILD THAT ADVERTISED ITSELF AS 'AY 
,ESBIAN "ISEXUAL 4RANSGENDER ',"4	FRIENDLY ON THE GROUNDS THAT IT 
MIGHT INCITE SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF ITS MEMBERS AND WAS THEREFORE AGAINST 
THE RULES $OCTOROW 	 'IVEN HOW LITTLE THEY POLICE THE HARASSMENT 
OF PLAYERS ON THE GROUNDS OF  SEXUALITY A VERY COMMON FORM OF ABUSE 
WITHIN THE GAME	 THE IRONY DID NOT GO UNREMARKED !FTER CONSIDERABLE 
ADVERSE PUBLICITY "LIZZARD REVERSED ITS DECISION 4HE CONTROL EXERTED BY 
THE PUBLISHER IN IMPLEMENTING ITS OWN VERSION OF A HEALTHY COMMUNITY 
MUST BE UNDERSTOOD AS AN EXERCISE THAT ULTIMATELY WILL TARGET THE MOST 
PROFITABLE OUTCOME RATHER THAN THE MOST EQUITABLE SOCIAL OUTCOME !S ONE 
%VER1UEST PLAYER INTERVIEWED SAID
) THINK THEYVE BECOME MUCH MORE AWARE OF THE NEED TO HAVE GOOD CUSTOMER 
SERVICE !LTHOUGH ) DO THINK THEY REALLY TRY TO DO CUSTOMER SERVICE ON A LOW 
BUDGET 4HERES NOT ENOUGH '-S ;GAME MASTERS= AND YOU KNOW PEOPLE 
;NUMBERS= KEEP GOING UP AND ITS NOT A PROPORTIONAL RELATION RIGHT "UT THATS 
A BUSINESS DECISION AND THATS THEIR BUSINESS DECISION -ALE PLAYER %VER1UEST 
&AN &AIRE #HICAGO /CTOBER 	
)T IS A PROJECT OF IDENTITY FORMATION WHERE THE PUBLISHER FOSTERS PAR
TICULAR VALUES 0ROFITS MUST BE UNDERSTOOD AS PARTIALLY DEPENDENT ON HAVING 
FUNCTIONAL AFFECTIVE NETWORKS 4O THIS END THE INVOLVEMENT OF COMMUNITY 
MANAGERS BECOMES NECESSARY
#USTOMER SERVICE AND PLAYERS
#OMMUNITY MANAGERS AND CUSTOMER  SERVICE  TEAMS ARE  THE  INTERFACE 
BETWEEN PUBLISHERS AND PLAYERS -OST --/'S HAVE STAFF WORKING INSIDE 
THE GAME USING AVATARS TO INHABIT THE GAME WORLD AND MONITOR AND POLICE 
ASPECTS OF THE CONDUCT OF THE GAME AND THE PLAYERS WITHIN IT 4HEY ALSO 
COMMUNICATE WITH PLAYERS THROUGH BULLETIN BOARDS EMAILS AND SOMETIMES 
THROUGH FAN WEBSITES 4HIS SECTION EXAMINES THE KEY AREAS DEALT WITH BY 
CUSTOMER SERVICES THE USE OF PLAYERS TO ASSIST IN POLICING NORMS AND THE 
SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT ROLE OF THE LIVE DEVELOPMENT TEAM
#USTOMER SERVICE TEAMS ACT AS THE INGAME @POLICE OF LARGE VIRTUAL WORLDS 
SUCH AS 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT OR %VER1UEST )N SMALLER GAMES THEY MAY ACT 
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AS EVENTS MANAGERS AND TAKE A ROLE IN MOULDING THE SENSE OF COMMUNITY 
(OWEVER IN LARGESCALE GAMES THEIR ROLE TENDS TO BE MORE AUTHORITARIAN 
4HEY OPERATE IN AN ENVIRONMENT LACKING TRANSPARENCY AND ARE GENERALLY 
FREE FROM THE CONSTRAINTS OF ACCOUNTABILITY 4HEIR PRACTICES CAN BE READ 
AS AN INCONSEQUENTIAL PART OF A PERIPHERAL CULTURAL ACTIVITY --/'S ARE 
STILL A VERY SMALL PART OF OVERALL CULTURAL ACTIVITY AFTER ALL	 OR THEY CAN 
BE READ AS PART OF BROADER STRUCTURAL SHIFTS TOWARDS THE PRIVATIZATION OF 
SPACE AND THE PRIVATIZATION OF POLICING +OZLOVSKI 	 4HEIR PRACTICES 
ARE WORTHY OF ATTENTION PRECISELY BECAUSE IT IS AT THE PERIPHERY THAT WE 
WITNESS NEW TACTICS AND STRATEGIES FOR DEALING WITH THE MESSINESS OF NEW 
FORMATIONS )F WE RECOGNIZE THE POTENTIAL FOR THESE PRACTICES TO BECOME 
MORE ENTRENCHED AND TO BE INCORPORATED INTO THE OPERATIONS OF POWER IN 
A MORE UBIQUITOUS FASHION TO BECOME INSTITUTIONALIZED THEN THEIR ACTIONS 
BECOME MORE BROADLY RELEVANT
#USTOMER SERVICE INTERVENTIONS VARY FROM GAME TO GAME 3OME GAMES 
EMPLOY TOO SMALL A CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM TO BE HEAVILY INVOLVED IN THE 
GAME COMMUNITY #USTOMER SERVICE TEAMS ARE PERCEIVED BY PLAYERS TO BE 
INTERESTED MOSTLY IN MAINTAINING THE INGAME ECONOMY AND THUS FOCUSED 
ON CHEATS AND @GOLDFARMERS WHO UPSET THE MECHANISMS OF THAT ECONOMY 
!S ONE INTERVIEWEE FROM %VER1UEST SAID
4HEY DONT CARE ABOUT THE PLAYERS WHAT THEY CARE ABOUT IS THE INTEGRITY OF THEIR 
GAME AS A MONEYMAKING MACHINE 9OU KNOW YOU CAN DO ALL KINDS OF THINGS 
TO OTHER PLAYERS BUT AS LONG AS IT DOESNT THREATEN THE INTEGRITY OF THE GAME 
THEYRE LIKELY TO LET IT GO -ALE PLAYER !USTIN 48 3EPTEMBER 	
4HESE PERCEPTIONS REINFORCE A SENSE THAT THE ECONOMY IS OF PARAMOUNT 
IMPORTANCE (ERMAN ET ALS 	 STUDY OF 3ECOND ,IFE ARGUES THAT THE 
DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND THE EXCHANGE MARKET 
IS PERVASIVE AND HAS SUCCESSFULLY CONNED PEOPLE INTO MISRECOGNIZING THEIR 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES AS PART OF THE EXCHANGE ECONOMY (OWEVER PLAYERS PLAY 
FOR A MULTITUDE OF REASONS AND THE ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH THAT ) HAVE 
CARRIED OUT INDICATES THAT FAR FROM BEING PERSUADED BY THIS RHETORIC MANY 
PLAYERS RESIST IT 4HEY IGNORE AND CIRCUMVENT IT IN VARIOUS WAYS EVEN AS 
OTHERS EMBRACE IT
2ISING POPULATIONS IN GAME WORLDS MEAN RISING SERVICE COSTS FOR PUB
LISHERS -ANY CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAMS ARE OVERSTRETCHED AND UNABLE TO ATTEND 
TO EVERY ASPECT OF SERVICE /NE IMPLICATION OF THIS IS THAT AN OVERWORKED 
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE POLICING THE PLAYER POPULATIONS AND BANNING 
PLAYERS IS NOT INFALLIBLE 4HE LACK OF TRANSPARENCY IN THESE CONTEXTS ADDS 
TO THE SENSE OF PRECARIOUS CITIZENSHIP WITHIN THE GAMES
4HE CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM OF 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT ENCOURAGES PLAYERS 
TO REPORT ON OTHER PLAYERS ! NEWS ITEM POSTED TO THE 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT 
WEBSITE BY THE CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM IN $ECEMBER  ANNOUNCED THAT 
IT HAD BANNED MORE THAN  ACCOUNTS IN .OVEMBER FOR USING THIRD
PARTY SOFTWARE SHARING ACCOUNTS OR @GOLD FARMING 4OWARD THE END OF THE 
ITEM CAME THE FOLLOWING PARAGRAPH
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-ANY ACCOUNT CLOSURES COME AS THE DIRECT RESULT OF TIPS REPORTED TO OUR '-S 
IN GAME OR EMAILED TO OUR (ACKS 4EAM BY  LEGITIMATE 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT 
PLAYERS )F YOU SUSPECT  THAT A 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT PLAYER  IS USING AN ILLEGAL 
THIRDPARTY PROGRAM TO FARM GOLD OR ITEMS OR IS OTHERWISE VIOLATING OUR 4ERMS 
OF 5SE PLEASE REPORT THE SUSPECTED INFRACTION HTTPWWWWORLDOFWARCRAFT
COMNEWSRSSnXMLN	
&ROM MY OBSERVATIONS ALTHOUGH THE DIVERSITY OF INGAME CULTURES MAKES 
THIS OBSERVATION PARTICULAR RATHER THAN GENERAL	 THERE IS NOT A CULTURE OF 
HIGH PLAYERTOPLAYER SURVEILLANCE OF THIS NATURE 4HE ENCOURAGEMENT TO 
REPORT TO CUSTOMER SERVICES IS NOT BACKED WITH STRUCTURAL REWARDS )T IS ONE 
OF A NUMBER OF STRATEGIES INTERWOVEN INTO A SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT THAT 
SHAPES THE CULTURE OF THE GAME 4HE DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTION OF LEGITIMATE 
AND ILLEGITIMATE PLAYERS IS PART OF THIS
%VER1UEST ALSO USES PLAYERS  TO POLICE  INGAME BEHAVIOUR  THROUGH 
VOLUNTARY @GUIDES WHO TAKE ON MINOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND INVESTIGATE 
COMPLAINTS BETWEEN PLAYERS )N RETURN FOR SIX HOURS OF WORK A WEEK THEY 
RECEIVE A  @FREE ACCOUNT ON %VER1UEST 0OSITIONING PLAYERS WITHIN  THE 
HIERARCHY OF AUTHORITY IN THE GAME CAN BE READ AS A MOVE TOWARD GRANTING 
PLAYERS GREATER  CONTROL OF  SOCIAL GOVERNANCE OR AS A  CYNICAL MOVE  TO 
OUTSOURCE THE WORK OF CUSTOMER SERVICES TO AN UNPAID LABOUR FORCE 4HE 
GUIDES INTERVIEWED WERE INVOLVED FOR REASONS RANGING FROM @GIVING SOME
THING BACK TO THE COMMUNITY TO WANTING A FREE ACCOUNT /NE GUIDE FROM 
%VER1UEST SAID
) FEEL THAT EVEN THOUGH ) DONT WORK FOR 3ONY ) AM A REPRESENTATIVE OF 3ONY 
7HEN A CUSTOMER COMES UP TO ME ) REPRESENT THE GAME &EMALE VOLUNTEER 
GUIDE %VER1UEST &AN &AIRE #HICAGO /CTOBER 	
0LAYERS  TAKE UP THE AFFORDANCES WITHIN THE GAME ENVIRONMENT  IN A 
VARIETY OF WAYS THAT BELIE ANY SIMPLE AND OVERARCHING EXPLANATION
4HE FINAL ASPECT OF PUBLISHERnPLAYER INTERFACES INVOLVES THE DEVELOP
MENT TEAM RATHER THAN THE COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT TEAM AND REPRESENTS 
AN INTERESTING REVERSAL --/'S CONTINUE TO DEVELOP POSTLAUNCH WITH 
PATCHES AND EXPANSION PACKS 3OME PLAYERS SPEND MORE TIME PLAYING AND 
HAVE MORE EXPERTISE IN THE GAME THAN THE DEVELOPERS @,IVE DEV TEAMS n 
DEVELOPERS WHO CREATE CONTENT FOR THE GAME POSTLAUNCH n CONSULT THESE 
PLAYERS ON FUNCTIONALITY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS ) WITNESSED THE %VER1UEST 
LIVE DEV TEAM TAKING CAREFUL NOTES IN FEEDBACK SESSIONS WITH PLAYERS AT 
THE  #HICAGO %1 &AN &AIRE )N  3ONY FLEW PLAYERS FROM THE 
TOP GUILDS IN THE GAME TO A MEETING IN 3AN $IEGO TO GARNER THEIR SUG 
GESTIONS ON FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR THE GAME 4HE PLAYERS WHO ATTENDED 
INDICATED THEY WERE HAPPY TO BE CONSULTED AT THIS LEVEL AND UNDERSTOOD 
THEIR ROLE AS CONTRIBUTING TO CREATING A BETTER GAME IN A COLLABORATIVE EFFORT 
WITH THE PAID DEVELOPERS 4HIS REPRESENTS A SIGNIFICANT SHIFT IN THE LOCATION 
OF EXPERTISE BETWEEN PROFESSIONALS AND AMATEURS AND EVENTUALLY MAY BE A 
FACTOR IN DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVE POWERSHARING ARRANGEMENTS
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!RE THESE PLAYERS DUPES OF IDEOLOGY MISRECOGNIZING THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS 
OR AGENTS INVOLVED IN COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES IN VOLUNTARY AND KNOWING 
WAYS )S THIS UNPAID CONSULTANCY EXPLOITATION BY THE CORPORATION OR PAR
TICIPATORY DESIGN +àCKLICH 	 POINTS TO THE INDUSTRYS OWN DISCURSIVE 
CONSTRUCTION OF  ITS  RELATIONSHIP  TO PLAYERS AS  FOCUSED ON  THE COLLABOR
ATIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEVELOPERS AND PLAYERS STRIVING FOR QUALITY 
(E SUGGESTS THIS MASKS THE PROFITSEEKING MOTIVES OF THE INDUSTRY AND THE 
UNEVEN POWER RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PLAYERS AND DEVELOPERS (OWEVER 
FROM THE PLAYERS OWN DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS OF THIS RELATIONSHIP THEY 
SEEM TO BE AWARE OF THE VALUE THAT THEY CREATE FOR THE PUBLISHER n THERE 
IS NO @MASKING INVOLVED HERE 4HERE IS AN ACTIVE CHOICE ON THE PLAYERS 
PART TO PURSUE A PASSIONATE INTEREST FOR REWARDS THAT ARE NONMONETARY 
)T IS POSSIBLE TO UNDERSTAND THIS AS AN ALIGNMENT OF SOCIAL AND FINANCIAL 
ECONOMIES WHERE EACH STAKEHOLDER  IS ACHIEVING THEIR DESIRED OUTCOME 
WITHOUT EXPLOITATION OR ANIMOSITY )T IS ALSO POSSIBLE TO UNDERSTAND IT AS 
THE SUCCESSFUL SHAPING OF PRODUCTIVE CONTRIBUTING SUBJECTIVITIES THROUGH 
GOVERNANCE STRATEGIES WHICH WORK TO FACILITATE PARTICIPANTS @CAPACITY TO 
ACT 2OSE  	
0LAYERTOPLAYER CONTROL
!S WITH ANY COMMUNITY ONLINE OR OFFLINE MEMBERS INSTITUTE THEIR OWN 
GROUP NORMS AND WAYS OF POLICING EACH OTHERS BEHAVIOUR )N --/'S 
WHERE POPULATIONS CAN RANGE FROM A FEW THOUSAND TO MORE THAN  MILLION 
THERE ARE MANY COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE GAME AND MOST DEVELOP SOCIAL 
ETIQUETTES AND GROUP RULES
)N %VER1UEST GROUP CULTURES VARIED FROM HIGHEND @RAIDING GUILDS TO 
@FAMILY GUILDS WHO SOCIALIZED WITHIN THE GAME WITHOUT MUCH ORGANIZATION 
OR REGIMENTATION AND NEVER RAIDED ! RAIDING GUILD MIGHT REQUIRE TIME 
COMMITMENT EXPERTISE PRERAID RESEARCH AND A STANDARD OF PLAY WHICH 
IF NOT MET COULD RESULT IN SANCTIONS OF BOTH A FORMAL AND INFORMAL NATURE 
)T IS IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND THIS DIVERSITY OF AVAILABLE CULTURES WITHIN 
GAMES IN ORDER TO AVOID OVERGENERALIZING STATEMENTS ABOUT THE NATURE OF 
INGAME CULTURE AND TO NOTE THAT THE CONTROL MECHANISMS OF THE CODE AND 
RULES OF THE GAME ARE NOT TOTALLY PRESCRIPTIVE 4HERE ARE MANY ASPECTS OF 
SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND NETWORKS THAT EXCEED THE REACH OF THE PUBLISHER 
4HE PUBLISHER MAY SEEK TO SHAPE A CERTAIN DISPOSITION IN ITS PLAYERS AND 
SUCCEED IN SOME AREAS BUT NEVER ALL
)NEVITABLY SUCH DIVERSITY LEADS TO CONFLICT AND THE METHODS OF CONFLICT 
RESOLUTION REFLECT THE MECHANISMS OF CONTROL AVAILABLE 4HUS SOME PLAYERS 
LOOK TO THE CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM TO RESOLVE CONFLICTS WITH OTHER PLAYERS 
WHILE SOME ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE THE CONFLICT BETWEEN THEMSELVES BY FAIR 
MEANS OR FOUL	 /NE PLAYER OF %VER1UEST WHO WAS INTERVIEWED FOLLOWED 
A PLAYER AROUND THE GAME FOR A WEEK HAVING HIM KILLED REPEATEDLY BY 
ATTRACTING COMPUTER MOBS TO ATTACK HIM (E DID THIS BECAUSE THE PLAYER 
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HAD HARASSED HIS YEAROLD DAUGHTER IN THE GAME /THER INTERVENTIONS 
INCLUDE PUBLIC  SHAMING OF PLAYERS n  SHOUTING  THEIR NAME AND CRIME 
THROUGHOUT THE ZONE OR ON BULLETIN BOARDS 2EPUTATION IS A KEY ELEMENT 
OF SOCIAL VALUE TO MANY PLAYERS 4HE ACCUMULATION OF SOCIAL STATUS IS PART 
OF THE REWARD FOR PARTICIPATION (ERZ 	
0LAYERS  INSTITUTE THEIR OWN REGIMES OF SURVEILLANCE 4, 4AYLOR HAS 
POINTED TO THE USE OF LATERAL FORMS OF @COVEILLANCE OR @PARTICIPATORY SUR
VEILLANCE THROUGH SUCH MECHANISMS AS @DAMAGE METERS AND @HIGH END RAID 
TOOLS  	 n SOFTWARE MODS CREATED BY PLAYERS WHICH HELP THEM TO 
MONITOR THE PERFORMANCE OF OTHER PLAYERS IN THEIR GROUP AND MANAGE THE 
EXECUTION OF RAIDS MORE EFFICIENTLY 4HESE GIVE PLAYERS ACCESS TO EXTRA DATA 
ABOUT OTHER PLAYERS PERFORMANCE 3HE NOTES  THE AMBIVALENCE OF  SOME 
PLAYERS  TOWARDS THE USE OF SUCH TOOLS AS  THEY ARE PRONE TO  INACCURACY 
YET CAN SHAPE SOCIAL RELATIONS IN SIGNIFICANT WAYS /NE %VER1UEST PLAYER 
INTERVIEWED COMMENTED THAT HE THOUGHT THE CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM WAS 
NECESSARY BECAUSE
4HE PROBLEM WITH PLAYER GOVERNMENT IS THAT PLAYER GOVERNMENT CAN REALLY 
REALLY REACH MOB MENTALITY n THE PUNISHMENT DOESNT FIT THE CRIME PERSONAL 
PREJUDICES OF PEOPLE IN POWER CAN MAKE THINGS REALLY UGLY FOR SOMEONE -ALE 
PLAYER !USTIN 48 3EPTEMBER 	
4HIS ARTICLE HAS POINTED SO FAR TO THE SOCIAL TECHNICAL AND SOCIOTECHNICAL 
MECHANISMS DEPLOYED BY PUBLISHERS AND DEVELOPERS TO MAKE PLAYER POPU
LATIONS VISIBLE AND SHAPE THE IDENTITY AND ACTIVITIES OF PLAYERS IN PURSUIT 
OF FINANCIAL GOALS !N ADDITIONAL LAYER OF JURIDICAL CONTROL IS IMPLEMENTED 
LARGELY THROUGH THE %5,!S OR 4ERMS OF 3ERVICE )T OPERATES TO CONSTITUTE 
BOTH THE HIERARCHY OF CONTROL WITHIN THE GAME AND THE OBLIGATIONS AND 
RIGHTS HELD BY STAKEHOLDERS IN THE WORLD EXTERNAL TO THE GAME
%5,!S ACCOUNTABILITY AND ACCESS
4HE %5,!S FOR ONLINE GAMES ARE STANDARDIZED @CLICK THROUGH CONTRACTS 
WHICH HAVE BECOME UBIQUITOUS IN THE SOFTWARE WORLD %5,!S CONSTRUCT 
ONESIDED TERMS THAT FAVOUR THE PUBLISHER !LTHOUGH MOST PUBLISHERS DO 
NOT ENFORCE THEIR %5,!S TO THEIR LIMITS THE VERY STAKING OF THE CLAIM IS 
AN ASSERTION OF POWER THAT HAS AN EFFECT ON THE PARTICIPANTS 7HILE SOME 
COMMENTATORS THINK THAT %5,!S ARE UNENFORCEABLE NO ONE HAS TAKEN A 
PUBLISHER TO COURT TO TEST THIS YET 4HE LIKELIHOOD OF A PLAYER CHALLENGING 
THE TERMS OF THE CONTRACT IN COURT IS ALMOST NIL 4HUS PUBLISHERS INSIST ON 
TERMS THAT MAY EXCEED THE LIMITS OF THE LAW BUT ARE UNLIKELY TO BE CHAL
LENGED IN A COURT 4HIS SECTION EXAMINES FOUR AREAS THE POWER TO EXCLUDE 
LACK OF DIVERSITY IN THE MARKETPLACE PRIVACY AND FREEDOM OF SPEECH
"RITISH %UROPEAN 5NION AND !USTRALIAN LEGISLATION ADDRESSES SUBSTANTIVE 
UNFAIRNESS PARTICULARLY IN STANDARD CONTRACTS (OWEVER IN THE 53 THE 
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COURTS RESTRICT THEMSELVES TO PROCEDURAL UNFAIRNESS RATHER THAN LOOKING AT 
THE ACTUAL TERMS CONTAINED WITHIN CONTRACTS )N SOME JURISDICTIONS OUTSIDE 
THE 53 THE UNEVEN BARGAINING POWER OF THE INDIVIDUAL CONSUMER SEEKING 
TO CHALLENGE THE TERMS OF A CORPORATE STANDARD CONTRACT IS SEEN AS PROCEDURAL 
UNFAIRNESS AND CAN BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT BY THE COURT FOR EXAMPLE IN 
!USTRALIA THE .EW 3OUTH 7ALES #ONTRACTS 2EVIEW !CT 	 !S MANY 
OF THE MAJOR --/'S NOMINATE 53 JURISDICTIONS 53 LAW DETERMINES THE 
RIGHTS OF PLAYERS ACROSS THE GLOBE #ROSSJURISDICTIONAL ISSUES ARE FAR FROM 
RESOLVED IN THESE GLOBAL MEDIA CONTEXTS
4HE POWER TO EXCLUDE
4HE MOST GLARINGLY OBVIOUS SUBSTANTIVE UNFAIRNESS IN %5,!S IS THE RIGHT 
TO EXCLUDE FOR NO REASON AT ALL 4HUS MANY CONTAIN PHRASES SUCH AS
7E MAY TERMINATE THIS !GREEMENT x UPON GAMEPLAY CHAT OR ANY PLAYER 
ACTIVITY WHATSOEVER WHICH WE IN OUR SOLE DISCRETION DETERMINE IS INAPPRO
PRIATE ANDOR IN VIOLATION OF THE SPIRIT OF THE 'AME %VER1UEST %5,!	
"LIZZARD MAY SUSPEND TERMINATE MODIFY OR DELETE THE ACCOUNT AT ANY TIME WITH 
ANY REASON OR NO REASON WITH OR WITHOUT NOTICE 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT %5,!	
4HESE ARE THE TERMS OF ACCESS 4HEY DETERMINE THE ACCESSIBILITY OF A 
PERSONS ONLINE IDENTITY AND ONLINE COMMUNITY THROUGH THE CREATION OF 
PRIVATE  LAW #RAWFORD 	 4HESE  TERMS MAKE THE CORPORATION UN
ACCOUNTABLE IN DECISIONS TO EXCLUDE
-ANY CLAIMS ARE MADE PARTICULARLY  IN NEOLIBERAL DISCOURSES ABOUT 
THE @EXIT POWER OF CONSUMERS AND ITS CAPACITY TO CHECK UNFAIR BEHAVIOUR 
BY PUBLISHERS 3UCH CLAIMS TEND TO IGNORE THE VERY HIGH SWITCHING COSTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH EXIT FOR PLAYERS WHO MAY HAVE INVESTED YEARS OF THEIR LIVES 
IN THE GAME AND WHOSE SOCIAL NETWORKS MAY RESIDE WITHIN THE GAME 4HE 
LACK OF PUBLISHER ACCOUNTABILITY IS OF EVEN GREATER CONCERN WHEN WE CON
SIDER THAT ONLINE SOCIAL SPACES ARE GROWING AND THAT INCREASING NUMBERS 
OF PEOPLE ARE SUBJECT TO PRIVATE REGIMES OF LAW WHERE THERE IS LITTLE OR NO 
EXPECTATION OF JUSTICE OR TRANSPARENCY OF PROCESS
,ACK OF DIVERSITY IN CONTRACTS
/THER AREAS OF CONCERN  IN %5,!S CENTRE ON  LACK OF DIVERSITY BETWEEN 
CONTRACTS LOSS OF PRIVACY AND ISSUES OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH (ERMAN ET AL 
	 !S SHOWN ABOVE IN EXCERPTS FROM TWO POPULAR VIRTUAL WORLDS SEE 
3ECOND ,IFE AND -Y3PACE FOR SIMILAR CONTRACTS	 THE LACK OF DIVERSITY OF 
CONTRACTS DEMONSTRATES  THAT  THERE  IS  LITTLE DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN THE 
LICENCES ON OFFER IN THIS MARKETPLACE 4HE @EXIT POWER OF THE CONSUMER 
ASSUMES A DIVERSE MARKETPLACE WHERE CHOICES ARE AVAILABLE 4HE ALMOST 
UNIFORM STANDARD CONTRACTS AVAILABLE FOR VIRTUAL WORLDS DEMONSTRATE A 
MARKET FAILURE THAT PUTS THE LIE TO THE ARGUMENT OF CONSUMER EMPOWER
MENT THROUGH CHOICE
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0RIVACY AND PRIVATE POLICING
-OST %5,!S INCLUDE TERMS THAT ALLOW THE PUBLISHER TO COLLECT AND SHARE 
INFORMATION WITH THIRD PARTIES FOR ANY REASON THEY CHOOSE 4HUS DEMOGRAPHIC 
PROFILING  FINANCIAL AND CREDIT  INFORMATION MAY BE SHARED WITH OTHER 
COMPANIES AND WITH GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 4HE DIALOGUE BETWEEN PUBLIC 
AND PRIVATE AGENCIES IS OF PARTICULAR CONCERN HERE AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE 
SHIFT TOWARD PRIVATE POLICING IN MANY DIFFERENT AREAS AND IN WAYS THAT 
COMPROMISE PRIVACY 0RIVATE POLICE ARE NOT SUBJECT TO THE SAME RIGOURS OF 
ACCOUNTABILITY AS PUBLIC POLICE *OH 	 FOR EXAMPLE THEY ARE ABLE TO 
OBTAIN INFORMATION WITHOUT NEEDING TO SEEK A COURT ORDER )NFORMATION 
THUS GAINED WITHOUT THE CHECKS AND BALANCES AFFORDED BY ACCOUNTABILITY 
MEASURES IN THE PUBLIC SPHERE IS THEN MADE AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC POLICE 
*OH 	 4HE EMERGING MODELS OF GOVERNANCE OFTEN @ESCAPE THE RESTRAINTS 
WHICH LIMIT THE USE OF POLICING POWER +OZLOVSKI  	 4HE TERMS OF 
OPERATION AND POWERS CLAIMED BY THE PUBLISHING CORPORATIONS IN --/'S 
CAN BE SEEN AS PART OF A MUCH LARGER PATTERN WHERE CONTRACTUAL  TERMS 
REPLACE CITIZEN RIGHTS 0ARTICIPANTS ARE BEING RECAST AS CONSUMERS DESPITE 
THEIR PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITIES	 4HE DISCOURSE OF THE CONSUMER PRESENTS BOTH 
INEFFECTIVE TOOLS FOR EMPOWERMENT THE FLAWED CONCEPT OF EXIT POWER	 AND 
A FORM OF KNOWLEDGE THAT ERASES PARTICIPANTS PRODUCTIVITY
&REEDOM OF SPEECH
&REEDOM OF SPEECH IS ANOTHER AREA WHERE VALUES AND LAW DIFFER ACROSS 
DIFFERENT JURISDICTIONS 4HE 53 IS VERY FOCUSED ON THE PROTECTION OF SUCH 
RIGHTS 4HUS WHILE CONTRACTUAL LAW IN THE 53 MIGHT DISADVANTAGE PLAYERS 
IN ITS BLINDNESS TO SUBSTANTIVE UNFAIRNESS FREEDOM OF SPEECH IS AN AREA 
WHERE BEING LOCATED IN THE 53 MAY BE AN EVENTUAL ADVANTAGE 4HE CAPACITY 
OF PUBLISHERS TO RESTRICT FREEDOM OF SPEECH IS A LOOMING DEBATE !S ONLINE 
SOCIAL SOFTWARES SUCH AS --/'S BUT ALSO ENVIRONMENTS SUCH AS -Y3PACE 
OR &ACEBOOK	 BECOME SO LARGE THAT THEY BEGIN TO RESEMBLE PUBLIC SPACE 
INEVITABLY THE ISSUE OF FREE SPEECH WILL ARISE !RE THESE SPACES QUASIPUBLIC 
MUCH AS SHOPPING MALLS ARE AND AS SUCH SHOULD PUBLIC LAW APPLY IN THIS AREA 
*ANKOWICH 	 IDENTIFIES A NUMBER OF AREAS WHERE SPEECH IS RESTRICTED 
IN --/'S MOSTLY THROUGH PRACTICES LEGITIMATED BY THE %5,! (OWEVER 
THE @ABANDONMENT OF CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTIONS  	 THAT *ANKOWICH 
EXAMINES SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD PARTLY  IN RELATION TO THE  @GAMENESS OF 
--/'S "Y THEIR VERY NATURE GAMES INVOLVE ARTIFICIAL RESTRICTIONS AND 
CONSTRAINTS IN ORDER TO CREATE THEIR FIELD OF PLAY (OWEVER SOME %5,!S 
ENCOMPASS BEHAVIOUR EXTERNAL TO THE GAME FOR EXAMPLE THEY ATTEMPT TO 
FORBID PUBLIC CRITIQUE OF THE PUBLISHER 7HETHER SUCH TERMS ARE LEGAL IS 
UNTESTED BUT THEY CAN PRODUCE A CHILLING EFFECT ON SPEECH
0LAYERS DO FIND WAYS TO CIRCUMVENT %5,!S "ANNED PLAYERS IN %VER1UEST 
OFTEN JUST GO AND BUY A NEW ACCOUNT ILLEGALLY	 ON THE INTERNET !LTHOUGH 
THEY HAVE TO BEAR THE COST OF REESTABLISHING THE ACCOUNT AND BUILDING A 
NEW CHARACTER THE PUBLISHERS ATTEMPT TO EXCLUDE IS UNSUCCESSFUL 3OME 
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PLAYERS PLAY INSTRUMENTALLY n TO MAKE MONEY BY TRADING GAME ITEMS FOR 
REAL WORLD MONEY n AND MAKE NO INVESTMENT AFFECTIVELY IN EITHER THE GAME 
OR THE CHARACTER THAT THEY ARE PLAYING 'OVERNMENTAL STRATEGIES TO INDUCE 
SELFGOVERNMENT FAIL WITH THESE PLAYERS n THEY REFUSE THE IDENTITYFORMATION 
SOUGHT BY THE PUBLISHERS /THER PLAYERS BECOME INTENSELY EMOTIONALLY 
ATTACHED TO THEIR ONLINE CHARACTER AND VIEW IT AS A MANIFESTATION OF THEIR 
IDENTITY WHICH WOULD BE UNTHINKABLE TO LOSE -ANY PLAYERS NEVER READ THE 
%5,! OR 4ERMS OF 3ERVICE LENGTHY DOCUMENTS WRITTEN IN LEGAL DISCOURSE 
IMPENETRABLE  TO MOST OF  THE WORLD OUTSIDE  THE  LEGAL PROFESSION 4HUS 
WHILE THEY ARE STILL SUBJECT TO THE EFFECTS OF THESE CONTRACTS SHOULD THEY 
COME INTO CONFLICT WITH THE PUBLISHER THE CHILLING EFFECTS OF THE %5,! 
ARE LIMITED
4HE %5,! OPERATES AS A DISCURSIVE PRACTICE  THAT  LEGITIMATES A PAR 
TICULAR ORGANIZATION OF POWER AND CONTROL )T ATTEMPTS TO CONSTITUTE THE 
GROUNDS FOR ACTION 4HE THREAT OF EXCLUSION OR PUNISHMENT SERVES AS A 
BEHAVIOUR MODIFIER AND MECHANISM OF GOVERNMENT 4HE %5,! ULTI
MATELY CONTROLS ACCESS BUT ALSO  IN COMBINATION WITH THE CODE AND THE 
SOCIAL PRACTICES OF THE PUBLISHER ESTABLISHES NORMS AND ATTEMPTS TO SHAPE 
BEHAVIOUR *ENKINS 	 IS HOPEFUL THAT PARTICIPATORY MEDIA SPACES WILL 
GENERATE A MORE COLLABORATIVE COCREATIVE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN USERS AND 
PUBLISHERS -ECHANISMS SUCH AS THE CURRENT %5,!S MUST BE SEEN AS AN 
OBSTACLE TO A GENUINE PARTNERSHIP
2ETURNING TO ONE OF $EANS AXES OF THE ANALYTICS OF GOVERNMENT THAT 
OF KNOWLEDGE THERE ARE PARTICULAR DISCURSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS OF AN ENVIRON 
MENT  THAT ARE USED BY THOSE  IN POWER  TO RATIONALIZE  THEIR ACTIONS AND 
JUSTIFY THE WAYS IN WHICH THEY SEEK COMPLIANCE FROM PARTICIPANTS 4HERE 
ARE  SEVERAL POSSIBLE WAYS OF UNDERSTANDING --/'S /NE  IS  THAT  THE 
CORPORATION AUTHORED AND COMPLETELY OWNS AND CONTROLS THE VIRTUAL WORLD 
THAT IT RUNS AND THEREFORE CAN DO SO ACCORDING TO ITS OWN PRIVATE LAW )F 
PEOPLE DO NOT LIKE IT THEY ARE FREE TO LEAVE !N ALTERNATIVE CONSTRUCTION 
MIGHT BE THAT BUILDING ON PREVIOUS GAMES THE PUBLISHER HAS CREATED A 
VIRTUAL WORLD IN WHICH PLAYERS CREATE SOME OF THE CONTENT THUS IT IS NOT 
AUTHORED ENTIRELY BY THE PUBLISHER &URTHERMORE  SOME OF  THE CONTENT 
CONSISTS OF SOCIAL NETWORKS AND RELATIONSHIPS THAT CANNOT BE TURNED INTO 
PROPERTY OR OWNED 0LAYERS ABILITY TO LEAVE IS CONSTRAINED BY THEIR LONG
TERM SOCIAL  INVESTMENTS AS SUCH IT  IS MORE THAN A PIECE OF  INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY THAT CAN BE OWNED AND EXCHANGED
4HE FIRST VERSION CONCEPTUALIZES THIS MEDIA IN OLDSTYLE INDUSTRIAL TERMS 
AS PROPERTY AND LEGITIMATES POWER IN THE PURSUIT OF ECONOMIC GAIN !S 
(ERMAN ET AL 	 HAVE POINTED OUT THE USE OF THE RHETORIC OF INTEL
LECTUAL PROPERTY LEGITIMATES THE VALUING OF MARKETBASED EXCHANGE FORMS 
OVER ANY OTHER UNDERSTANDING 4HE SECOND VERSION UNDERSTANDS IT IN POST
INDUSTRIAL TERMS THAT TAKE ACCOUNT OF SOCIAL RELATIONS AND THE COCREATION 
OF CONTENT BY PLAYERS AND WOULD  LEGITIMATE A DILUTION OF  THE ABSOLUTE 
POWERS SOUGHT BY THE PUBLISHER
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#ONCLUSION
!S PEOPLE WITH ACCESS TO THESE TECHNOLOGIES COME TO  LIVE MORE OF THEIR 
SOCIAL LIVES AND WORK LIVES	 IN ONLINE ENVIRONMENTS AND TO CONSTRUCT BOTH 
THEIR IDENTITIES AND COMMUNITIES IN PROPRIETARY SPACES THE TERMS UNDER 
WHICH THEY DO SO WILL BECOME INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT )N A CONTEXT WHERE 
ECONOMIC VALUE RESIDES IN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND IMMATERIAL LABOUR 
AND WHERE SOCIAL NETWORKS HAVE ECONOMIC VALUE EXTRACTED FROM THEM 
IN NEW WAYS THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE COMPANIES WHICH HARNESS THIS VALUE 
MUST BE ADDRESSED )N SOME WAYS THE STRATEGIES OF GOVERNMENT IMPLE
MENTED BY THE MAJOR PUBLISHERS ARE UNOBJECTIONABLE ENABLING PARTICI 
PANTS TO EXPLORE ENGAGE AND CREATE IN WAYS NOT PREVIOUSLY POSSIBLE )N 
OTHER WAYS THE FORCES OF GOVERNMENT THEY BRING TO BEAR SEEM TO EXCEED 
WHAT IS NECESSARY FOR THE FUNCTIONING OF SUCH ENVIRONMENTS AND TO COM
PROMISE THE RIGHTS OF PARTICIPANTS 4HE LACK OF PUBLISHER ACCOUNTABILITY 
NEEDS TO BE TAKEN SERIOUSLY (OWEVER MUCH INDIVIDUAL PLAYERS MAY SUBVERT 
OR CIRCUMVENT  THE SYSTEM AND HOWEVER MUCH INSTITUTIONALIZING THESE 
NEW  REGIMES  OF  POWER MAY  SEEM  LIKE  A MINOR  EVENT  IN  THE BIGGER 
PICTURE OF TRANSNATIONAL FLOWS OF CORPORATE POWER THEY MAY HAVE A MUCH 
BROADER IMPACT AS PRECEDENTS ARE ESTABLISHED AND NEW PRACTICES INVOLVING 
UNFAIR  AND  UNACCOUNTABLE  PROCESSES  BECOME  ENTRENCHED !S 2OSE 
ARGUES
)T  IS MOST OFTEN AT THIS VULGAR PRAGMATIC QUOTIDIAN AND MINOR LEVEL THAT 
ONE CAN SEE THE LANGUAGES AND TECHNIQUES BEING INVENTED THAT WILL RESHAPE 
UNDERSTANDINGS OF THE SUBJECTS AND OBJECTS OF GOVERNMENT AND HENCE RESHAPE 
THE VERY PRESUPPOSITIONS UPON WHICH GOVERNMENT RESTS  	
4HIS ARTICLE HAS ATTEMPTED TO SHOW SOME OF THE MULTIPLE LAYERS OF CONTROL 
AND POWER NEGOTIATIONS THAT OCCUR IN THE GOVERNMENT OF AN --/' 4HE 
CONVERGED MEDIA ENVIRONMENT WHERE SOCIAL ECONOMIES AND FINANCIAL ECO
NOMIES COEXIST IS INTERESTING TERRAIN FOR OBSERVING THE RECONFIGURATION OF 
RELATIONS BETWEEN @PRODUCERS AND @CONSUMERS AS USERPRODUCED CONTENT 
PARTICULARLY OF A SOCIAL NATURE	 SHIFTS TOWARD THE CORE OF PRODUCTION PRAC
TICES "ENKLER 	 AND BETWEEN @OLD INSTITUTIONS AND ENTRENCHED MEDIA 
PRACTICES AND EMERGENT MEDIA THAT HAVE UNPREDICTABLE CHARACTERISTICS 
!S WE ARE ENCOURAGED INCREASINGLY TO PARTICIPATE CONTRIBUTE AND PRODUCE 
IN MEDIA ENVIRONMENTS THE TERMS OF OUR PARTICIPATION BECOME MORE IM
PORTANT AND MORE DIRECTLY THE OBJECT OF CAPITALS STRATEGIES IN THE PURSUIT 
OF ECONOMIC ENDS
)T SEEMS THAT MANY OF THE TECHNOLOGIES OF GOVERNANCE DO NOT DIMINISH 
PARTICIPANTS BUT WORK WITH THEIR DESIRES AND CREATIVITY (OWEVER THE EFFECT 
OF COMMERCIAL INTERESTS ON THE SHAPE OF SOCIAL NETWORKS IS APPARENT IN THE 
CLOSING DOWN OF ENTREPRENEURIAL ACTIVITIES  THE REFUSAL  TO ACKNOWLEDGE 
JOINT CREATION OF CONTENT AND THE RESTRICTIONS SURROUNDING ACCESSIBILITY 
FREE SPEECH AND PRIVACY
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.OTES
   3OME --/'S OPERATE UNDER DIFFERENT BUSINESS MODELS FOR EXAMPLE 
BY OFFERING FREE ACCESS TO SOME GAME AREAS AND FEATURES BUT REQUIRING 
PAYMENT FOR @PREMIUM SERVICES THAT OPEN UP THE WHOLE GAME TO PLAYERS 
(OWEVER THE MOST SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS MODEL IN WESTERN MARKETS HAS BEEN 
THE SUBSCRIPTION MODEL )N 3OUTH +OREA ALTERNATIVE MODELS USING PREPAID 
CREDITS IN THE 0# "AANGS HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL AS WELL
   &OR EXAMPLE THE INSTITUTION OF )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY RELIES ON TEXTS AS 
FINISHED WORK HAVING AN IDENTIFIABLE AUTHOR AND @PASSIVE CONSUMERS
   )DENTIFIED BY +LINE ET AL 	 AS A KEY ELEMENT IN THE POLITICAL ECONOMY 
OF THE GAMES INDUSTRY
   .OKIA -OBILE 0HONE ADVERTISEMENT . AND . SERIES	 AVAILABLE AT HTTP 
WWWYOUTUBECOMWATCHVQ('D+'UMODERELATEDSEARCH
   4HE RESEARCH INTO %VER1UEST WAS BOTH ONLINE AND OFFLINE )N SOME WAYS 
IT WAS AN ETHNOGRAPHY OF A VIRTUAL WORLD IN THAT MANY OF THE PEOPLE ) 
ENCOUNTERED AND DEVELOPED RELATIONSHIPS WITH ) NEVER MET FACE TO FACE 
) SPENT HUNDREDS OF HOURS IMMERSED IN A VIRTUAL WORLD WHICH BECAME 
INTEGRATED INTO MY LIFE AND OFFLINE WORLD IN INTERESTING WAYS (OWEVER 
THE ETHNOGRAPHY AND MY UNDERSTANDINGS WERE NOT RESTRICTED TO ONLINE 
ENVIRONMENTS NOR RESTRICTED TO PLAYERS 4HUS ) MET FACETOFACE SOME OF 
THE PLAYERS ) PLAYED WITH INGAME )N ATTENDING A LARGE FAN GATHERING ) 
WAS ABLE TO INTERVIEW MANY MORE PLAYERS WHOM ) HAD NOT ENCOUNTERED  
INGAME ) ATTEMPTED TO GAIN AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE PUBLISHERS 
DEVELOPERS AND CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAMS AS WELL 4HE &AN &AIRE WAS AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO OBSERVE THE CUSTOMER SERVICE TEAM AND LIVEDEVELOPMENT 
TEAM RELATING TO PLAYERS IN AN OFFLINE ENVIRONMENT 4HE GAME DEVELOPERS 
CONFERENCE IN !USTIN 4EXAS WAS ALSO FIELDWORK FOR ME AND GAVE VALUABLE 
INSIGHTS INTO HOW SOME OF THE LEADING DEVELOPERS OF ONLINE GAMES 
CONCEPTUALIZED THEIR WORK THE PLAYERS THEY WERE CREATING FOR AND THEIR 
RELATIONSHIP TO THE FINANCIAL MACHINERY OF THE PUBLISHING INDUSTRY TO 
WHICH THEY WERE BEHOLDEN "EING A SUBSCRIBER TO THE MUD?DEV EMAIL LIST 
ALSO ALLOWED ME TO UNDERSTAND THE DEBATES AND DILEMMAS FACING DEVELOPERS 
AS THEY ARGUE ABOUT MANY ASPECTS OF CONTROL AND GOVERNANCE
  -Y INTEREST IN ONLINE GAMES STEMMED FROM TWO PLACES OF EARLIER WORK 
) WAS INVOLVED IN SOME RESEARCH IN THE MIDS INTO EARLY ONLINE 
GRAPHICAL CHATROOMS WHICH CONVINCED ME THAT THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE 
INTERNET WERE ITS MOST INTERESTING ) ALSO WORKED FOR A GAMES DEVELOPER FOR 
A YEAR AS A TECHNICAL AND 02 WRITER 4HIS GAVE ME A BASIC UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE PROCESSES OF DEVELOPMENT AND THE OFTENFRAUGHT RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN DEVELOPERS AND PUBLISHERS ) HAD DECIDED AT THE TIME THAT GAMES 
WERE THE MOST ENGAGING USE OF THE TECHNICAL CAPACITIES FOR INTERACTIVITY 
THAT WERE EMERGING !LTHOUGH VILIFIED BY THE PRESS ) THOUGHT THEY WERE 
THE MOST OBVIOUSLY SUCCESSFUL NEW MEDIA APPLICATION AND WORTHY OF 
ATTENTION -ULTIPLAYER ONLINE GAMES REPRESENTED TO ME A CONVERGENCE OF 
THE TWO MOST SUCCESSFUL CAPACITIES OF NEW MEDIA SOCIAL NETWORKING AND 
INTERACTIVITY	 AND SO STUDYING --/'S WAS AN OBVIOUS DIRECTION FOR MY 
RESEARCH 4HIS IS NOT TO SUGGEST ) AM A GOOD PLAYER BUT ) ENJOY PLAYING 
IMMENSELY 4HE DIFFICULTY IN STUDYING --/'S IS THE AMOUNT OF TIME 
THEY REQUIRE IN ORDER TO MASTER THEM !S ) HAVE AN ALREADY BUSY LIFE ) AM 
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UNABLE TO DEVOTE THE HOURS NECESSARY TO BECOME AN AFICIONADO AT MY PEAK 
RESEARCH TIMES ) COULD MUSTER  HOURS A WEEK AND THESE PERIODS WERE ONLY 
SUSTAINED FOR A FEW MONTHS AT A TIME 4HUS ) MAKE NO CLAIM TO EXPERTISE 
AS A PLAYER 4HIS IS WHY INTERVIEWS WITH HIGHEND PLAYERS AND OBSERVATION 
OF THEM IN AN OFFLINE ENVIRONMENT	 IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF THE RESEARCH 
) MYSELF CANNOT ACCESS MANY ASPECTS OF THE GAME WORLDS BECAUSE ) AM NOT 
A HIGHEND PLAYER 4HIS WORKS AGAINST ME BEING ABLE TO DEVELOP THE KIND 
OF EXPERIENTIAL UNDERSTANDING AN ETHNOGRAPHER HOPES FOR BUT ACCESS TO 
HIGHEND PLAYERS MITIGATES THIS SOMEWHAT .O ETHNOGRAPHER CAN EVER HOPE 
TO EXPERIENCE A CULTURE FULLY "UT ) HOPED TO BE ABLE TO BECOME AWARE OF 
ASPECTS OF THE GAMER ENVIRONMENT NOT IMMEDIATELY OBVIOUS TO AN OUTSIDER 
-Y RESEARCH HAS SUCCEEDED IN THIS TO SOME EXTENT BUT MY INSIGHTS INTO 
HIGHEND GAMEPLAY ARE NECESSARILY LIMITED /N THE OTHER HAND BEING ON 
THE OUTSIDE AFFORDS CRITICAL POSSIBILITIES NOT AVAILABLE TO THOSE IMMERSED  
IN THE CULTURE 4HESE ARE NOT NEW DILEMMAS FOR THE FIELD OF ETHNOGRAPHY 
AND THE POLITICS OF REPRESENTATION THEY EMBODY
   -ACHINIMA ARE MOVIES MADE INSIDE GAMES USING THE GAME ENGINE AND 
ENVIRONMENT AS A MEANS OF CREATING A DERIVATIVE WORK THAT MAY OR MAY NOT 
BE RELATED TO THE GAME 4HE MACHINIMA ARE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE GAME 
ON THE INTERNET 3EE HTTPWWWMACHINIMACOM FOR EXAMPLES	
   'ARITE SUGGESTS MORE BROADLY THAT PLAYERS ARE BEING TRAINED TO BE PART OF 
THE SURVEILLANCE REGIME OF THE CONTROL SOCIETY THROUGH THE PRACTICE OF  
DATAMINING THE GAMES SCREEN
  ,IKE DETECTIVES AT THE SCENE OF A CRIME PLAYERS ARE REGULARLY CALLED UPON 
TO PROCESS SCREEN IMAGES AND SCAN DISPLAYS IN ORDER TO VISUALLY MONITOR 
THE PLAYING FIELD FOR SIGNS OF ENEMY MOVEMENT 2EGARDLESS OF NARRATIVE 
CONTENT GAME SCREENS ALWAYS FUNCTION AS FIELDS OF DATA WAITING TO BE 
MINED 4HUS LIKE THE MODERN WORKPLACE VIDEO GAMES PRESENT USERS 
WITH AN EXTENSIVE SERIES OF INFORMATION PROCESSING TASKS x WHEN 
WE STRIP AWAY THE PARTICULARS OF CONTENT GAMING IS ESSENTIALLY AN 
AESTHETICIZED MODE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING AND THEREFORE THE DIGITAL 
ECONOMYS IDEAL FORM OF LEISURE 'ARITE  n	
   @-OBS IS THE NAME GIVEN TO THE MONSTERS OR OPPONENTS GENERATED BY 
COMPUTERS
   )N PARTICULAR A SESSION ON CHEATING DELIVERED AT THE !USTIN 'AME 
$EVELOPERS #ONFERENCE IN  BY $AVE 7EINSTEIN !LSO DEVELOPER 
DISCUSSION LISTS SUCH AS MUD?DEV
 -ODDERS ARE PLAYERS WHO DEVELOP GAME MODIFICATIONS TO ENHANCE OR 
CHANGE THE GAMEPLAY SEE 0OSTIGO FORTHCOMING	
 'AMES SUCH AS #OUNTER3TRIKE WHICH WERE DEVELOPED ENTIRELY BY USERS 
BASED ON THE GAME ENGINE FROM (ALF,IFE ARE A PRIME EXAMPLE OF THIS 
HARNESSING OF EXPERTISE FROM PLAYER RANKS
 4HERE IS A LARGE SECONDARY MARKET FOR INGAME GOODS AND ACCOUNTS SOLD 
FOR REAL MONEY	 BANNED BY MOST PUBLISHERS 4HIS HAS NOT PREVENTED IT 
FROM GROWING TO HAVE AN ANNUAL TURNOVER ESTIMATED AS UP TO  MILLION 
3ALYER 	
 ! BAD LANGUAGE FILTER TURNS ANY WORDS RECOGNIZED BY THE SOFTWARE AS 
OBSCENE A PREDETERMINED LIST	 INTO EITHER SYMBOLS OR ALTERNATE NONSENSE 
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WORDS )T MISSES ANY ALTERNATE SPELLINGS OF OBSCENE WORDS AND CANNOT OF 
COURSE FILTER OBSCENE SENTIMENT
 'OLD FARMERS ARE PLAYERS WHO PLAY INSTRUMENTALLY RATHER THAN FOR FUN 
AND ACCUMULATE INGAME GOODS TO SELL FOR REAL MONEY ON THE INTERNET 
BLACK MARKET 4HEY OFTEN CAMP OUT IN ONE AREA AND REPETITIVELY KILL THE 
SAME MOB OVER AND OVER TO LOOT IT 4HEY ARE SAID TO IMPINGE ON THE OTHER 
PLAYERS ENJOYMENT BY MAKING THOSE AREAS INACCESSIBLE TO OTHERS AND TO 
PLAY HAVOC WITH THE INGAME ECONOMY THROUGH THEIR REPETITIVE ACTIONS 
(OWEVER THEY ALSO MAKE A REAL INCOME FROM THEIR ACTIVITIES
 )T SHOULD BE NOTED THAT 3ECOND ,IFE IS A VIRTUAL WORLD WITH A HEAVY 
EMPHASIS ON MARKET EXCHANGE AS A KEY ACTIVITY )T IS NOT A GAME LIKE  
7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT AND %VER1UEST
 .UMBERS ARE HARD TO OBTAIN AS CORPORATIONS TEND NOT TO RELEASE THE 
NUMBER OF SUBSCRIBERS OR EMPLOYEES !T THE %VER1UEST &AN &AIRE ) 
ATTENDED IN  THE CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM CLAIMED TO NUMBER ABOUT  
WITH A PLAYER BASE OF ABOUT  4HUS THERE WOULD BE ONE CUSTOMER 
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE FOR EVERY  PLAYERS )N 7ORLD OF 7ARCRAFT A 
PRIVATE ESTIMATE FROM AN INDUSTRY INSIDER AND THUS A VERY UNSUBSTANTIATED 
CLAIM	 WAS THAT "LIZZARD %NTERTAINMENT EMPLOYED ABOUT  CUSTOMER 
SERVICES REPRESENTATIVES WHEN THE SUBSCRIBER BASE WAS ABOUT  MILLION 
4HIS ALSO WORKS OUT TO A FIGURE AROUND THE  RATIO
 ! GATHERING OF PLAYERS OFFLINE ORGANIZED BY THE PUBLISHER WHICH HAPPENS 
ON A QUARTERLY BASIS 4HE CONTRAST BETWEEN THE ATTITUDES OF THE LIVE DEV 
TEAM AND THE CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM TOWARD THE PLAYERS AT THE SAME EVENT 
MARKED THE HETEROGENEITY OF THE PUBLISHER TEAM IN AN INTERESTING WAY
 3IMILAR PRACTICES ARE CARRIED OUT BY ,EGO IN HARNESSING THE EXPERTISE OF ITS 
FANS n IN PARTICULAR WITH THE -INDSTORMS GAME SEE +OERNER 	
 4HE COST OF MOUNTING A CASE WHEN THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THE SUBSCRIPTION 
IS JUST  A MONTH ON AVERAGE MAKES IT SEEM MOST UNLIKELY THAT A PLAYER 
WOULD BOTHER ENGAGING IN SUCH A CONTEST ALTHOUGH PERHAPS A CLASS ACTION 
SUIT WILL BE MOUNTED AT SOME STAGE IN THE FUTURE
 &OR EXAMPLE
  ! TERM IS CONSIDERED UNFAIR IF IT CAUSES A SIGNIFICANT AND UNREASONABLE 
IMBALANCE IN THE PARTIES RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS ARISING UNDER THE 
CONTRACT TO THE DETRIMENT OF THE CONSUMER !USTRALIAN &EDERAL 
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